Structure selection for protein kinase docking and virtual screening: homology models or crystal structures?
There is currently far more sequence information than structural information available, and the ability to use homology models for virtual screening applications is desirable in many cases where structures have not yet been solved. This review focuses on the application of protein kinase homology models for virtual screening use. In addition to reviewing previous cases in which kinase homology models have been used in inhibitor design, we present new data - useful for template selection in homology modeling applications - indicating that the template structure with the highest sequence or structural similarity with the target structure may not always be the best choice. This new work explored the simple hypothesis that better results might be obtained for docking a ligand to a target receptor using a homology model of the target created from a different kinase template co-crystallized with the ligand, than from a crystal structure of the actual kinase target that is unliganded or bound to an unrelated ligand. This hypothesis was tested in docking studies of staurosporine with eight different kinases: AutoDock was used to dock staurosporine to homology models of each kinase created from staurosporine-bound template structures, and the results were compared with docking staurosporine to crystal structures of the target kinase that were obtained in complex with a non-staurosporine ligand or no ligand. It was found that the homology models performed as well as or better than the crystal structures, suggesting that using a homology model created from a template crystallized with a representative ligand may in some cases be a preferred approach, especially in virtual screening experiments that focus on enriching for members of a particular inhibitor class.